materials but design them so the machine that would have to make them
could make them surpassingly well. By now, you see, I had really come
under the discipline of a great ideal. There is no discipline so severe as the
perfect integration of true correlation in any human endeavour. But there
is no discipline that yields such rich rewards in work, nor is there anv
discipline so safe and sure of results. (Why should human relations be
excepted?) The straight line, the flat plane were limitations until proved
benefits by the Machine. But steel-in-tension was clearly liberation.
After the Winslow house was built in 1895 and Mr. Moore did not want
a house so 'different' that he would have to go down the back way to his
morning train to avoid being laughed at, our bulkheads of caution blindlv
serving Yesterday—our bankers—at first refused to loan money on the
'new' houses. Friends had to be found to finance the early buildings.
When the plans were presented for estimates, soon, mill-men would look
for the name on them, read the name? roll the drawings up again and
hand them back to the contractor with the remark that 'they were not
hunting for trouble'. Contractors, of course, more often failed to read the
plans correctly than not. The plans were necessarily radically different
simply because so much nonsense had to be left off the building. Numbers of
small men went broke trying to carry out their contracts. This made trouble.
Fools would come walking in where angels were afraid to tread. We
seemed to have the worst of the contracting element in Oak Park to deal
with. Clients usually stood by, excited, often interested beyond their
means. So when they moved into the house they had to take their old
furniture in with them whether they wanted to or not. This was tragedy
because the ideal of an organic simplicity seen as the countenance of per-
fect integration, abolished all fixtures, rejected all superficial decoration,
made all lighting and heating apparatus architectural features of the
house and, so far as possible, all furniture was to be designed by the
architect as a natural part of the whole building. Hangings, rugs, carpet
—all came into the same category. So this particular feature gone wrong
often crippled results. Nor was there any planting to be done about the
house without co-operation with the architect. This made trouble. No
sculpture, no painting unless co-operating with the architect. This made
trouble. Decorators hunting a job would visit the owners, learn the name
of the architect, lift their hats with exaggerated courtesy and turning on
their heels leave with a curt, sarcastic 'Good day',—meaning really what
the slang 'Good night!' meant some time ago. And the owners of the
houses were all subjected to vulgar curiosity. Often to sincere admiration.
But more often they submitted to the ridicule of that middle-of-the-road
egoist, the one hundred per cent American provincial.
Each new building was a new experience. A different choice of mate-
rials and a different client would mean a different scheme altogether.
Concrete was just then coming into use and Unity Temple at Oak Park
became the first concrete monolith in the world. That is, the first total
building designed for and completed in the wooden forms into which it
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